MACHINERY 3.0 HDR Effects
www.machineryHDR.com

License agreement of end user (EULA)

FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD BE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE THE SOFTWARE IS USED:
This License Agreement of end user (EULA) is an agreement concluded between you („User”) and MASZYNERIA Company (“Maszyneria”). The agreement specifies conditions of using the MACHINERY software („Software”) and the license key („License key”, as well as all associated with them documentation, updates and upgrades. 
Installation and/or use of present Software means that the User accepts conditions of present License. If the User does not accept the conditions of the License, he/she must not use of install present Software. 

I. Full version

1. USER’S RIGHTS.
The User obtains following rights provided that he/she meets all the conditions of the present license: 
The Maszyneria grants the User the license for use of one copy of the Software. “Use” means installation, storing, and executing (starting) the software. The User must not modify the Software or switch off any functions concerning licensing or control of the Software. Moreover, the User does not have the right to distribute the Software, particularly elements associated with its licensing (License key).  

2. COMMERCIAL USE
Effects of the Software’s operation (processed images) may be freely used in commercial purposes.

3. GUARANTEE.
The Maszyneria has made every effort to make the Software work failure-free and according to its appropriation. However, the Maszyneria does not guarantee that the software will work without failures and is error-free. While using the Software, the User takes full responsibility for possible negative effects of its operation, especially for errors, which are not signaled; unexpected stop of operation; unstable operation of the Software or operating system.  

4. LICENSE KEY.
The software requires valid license key in order to operate in full functionality mode. License key is unique identifier destined for only one User. In order to create the license key it is required to following data: name, surname, and the User’s e-mail address. It is forbidden make license key available to third parties, particularly to publish it in the Internet. In case of proved opening out the license key or using more than one copy of the Software, the license key looses its validity in any time and without previous warning, and the Software stops its operation. In cases that are doubtful, the Maszyneria has the right to switch off activation key in any time and without previous warning.
The key’s authorization requires connection with the Internet, and it is performed during the first start of the software, and during significant changes of the User’s system configuration and significant updates that modify version of the Software (at least minor).
Authorization process is completely automatic, it does not require giving any data by the User, and it lasts several seconds. If there are no errors during the connection and or saving authorization data, the whole process is imperceptible for the User. 

5. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.
The Maszyneria obliges himself to provide technical assistance to every User via e-mail. The condition of getting help is giving out data that have been used in order to create the key (name, surname, e-mail address). 

6. DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE.
The Maszyneria declares that the Software will be developed, and errors will be corrected. The User has the right to obtain free updates within one year since the license was bought. 

7. UPDATES.
Updates are free within a year of purchase. The Maszyneria reserves the right of informing the User about Updates with messages projected with the Software or via e-mail. 

8. PROPERTY RIGHTS.
All intellectual property associated with present Software and its documentation (User’s handbook) is the property of Maszyneria and it is protected with law regulations, including copyright law, commercial secret law, and regulations concerning trademark. It is forbidden to remove identifying signs, information about copyrights, and restrictions concerning property from the product.

9. RESTRICTION CONCERNING REVERSE ANALYSIS.
The User must not do reverse analysis, decompilation, or disassembly of the Software. 

10. RIGHTS RESERVATION.
The Maszyneria reserves all the rights that are not granted to the User within this License Agreement. 


II. Trial version

1. USER’S RIGHTS.
The Maszyneria grants the User the license for use of the Software. The User must not modify the Software. The User must not distribute the Software without enclosed User’s license, and in different form that the one available on the Machinery website, particularly, he/she must not add files to the Software archive without consent of the Maszyneria.

2. COMMERCIAL USE
Effects of the Software’s operation (processed images) may be freely used in commercial purposes provided that they (or fragments of them) are accompanied with following visible text: "www.machineryHDR.com".

3. GUARANTEE.
The Maszyneria has made every effort to make the Software work failure-free and according to its appropriation. However, the Maszyneria does not guarantee that the software will work without failures and is error-free. While using the Software, the User takes full responsibility for possible negative effects of its operation, especially for errors, which are not signaled; unexpected stop of operation; unstable operation of the Software or operating system. 

4. PROPERTY RIGHTS.
All intellectual property associated with present Software and its documentation (User’s handbook) is the property of Maszyneria and it is protected with law regulations, including copyright law, commercial secret law, and regulations concerning trademark. It is forbidden to remove identifying signs, information about copyrights, and restrictions concerning property from the product.

5. RESTRICTION CONCERNING REVERSE ANALYSIS.
The User must not do reverse analysis, decompilation, or disassembly of the Software. 

6. RIGHTS RESERVATION.
The Maszyneria reserves all the rights that are not granted to the User within this License Agreement. 
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